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Abstract. The importance of interprocess communication increases in
recent embedded system designs. In particular this is true for distributed
real-time systems, where mainly communication and synchronization
cause violations of timing constraints. In this paper we present HarMonIC 1 { a recon gurable hardware monitoring system for the real-time
observation of interprocess communication architectures. We will show
that recon gurability is essential for the use within a rapid prototyping
environment like REPLICA 2 . It will be demonstrated how HarMonIC
can be used to signi cantly improve debugging, performance evaluation,
and design space exploration of distributed real-time systems.

1 Introduction
Nowadays complex systems are often not built from scratch but are assembled by reusing previously designed modules or o -the-shelf components such
as processors, memories or I/O circuitry in order to cope with more aggressive
time-to-market constraints. A lot of e ort in the design process is spent on interfacing existing system modules because communication becomes a bottleneck
in many embedded real-time systems. Appropriate interface circuits are either
hand-crafted or synthesized with automatic communication-synthesis algorithms
[4] [14] [12] [3]. Those circuits often have to be ne-tuned with respect to parameters, e.g. bus width, bu er depth, synchronization/arbitration schemes etc., or
even di erent implementation alternatives have to be evaluated. Thus, in order
to achieve a good communication architecture the designers have to rapidly explore many more points in the design space than current prototyping systems
allow.
Additionally, real-time systems di er from non-real-time systems because of
the timing constraints imposed on them, i.e. they have to meet logic and timing
requirements. The most likely cause of missing timing constraints is overhead
due to poor or improper interprocess communication and synchronization [11].
Since debugging of real-time systems has to take into account the behavior of
the target system as well as it's environment, runtime information is extremely
important. Therefore, static analysis with simulation methods is too slow and not
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sucient. A prototyping system focusing on realistic emulation of intermodule
communication with an integrated hardware monitoring facility will signi cantly
improve the design and debugging process, as we will describe in this paper.
A monitor observes a target system during its normal operation and collects runtime information through di erent forms of instrumentation techniques
[10]. The obtained data provides accurate information for e.g. system testing
and debugging, dynamic task scheduling, performance analysis, or architecture
optimization. The special constraint of monitoring distributed real-time systems
is to keep the interference with the target system so small, that the change in
system performance due to the monitor will neither e ect the order nor the timing of events. Monitors may be classi ed into hardware [1], hybrid [5], and pure
software monitoring approaches [2]. The interference of the monitor with the
target system is increasing analogous to the order of approaches just mentioned.
In section 2 we describe the architecture of our recon gurable prototyping
system REPLICA in which our proposed hardware monitor is integrated. The
concept and implementation of the hardware monitor HarMonIC is presented in
section 3. Finally, some conlusions are drawn in section 4.

2 REPLICA { The Prototyping System
REPLICA [8] is a Rapid-Prototyping System focusing on realistic inter/-processormodule communication emulation. The system is integrated in a design environment for embedded mixed hardware/software systems (DICE) [4]. REPLICA
facilitates design space exploration and validation of communication links. The
reprogrammable system architecture allows prototyping of di erent topologies,
communication types and protocols and is supported by a powerful toolset for
automatic system con guration. The integrated hardware monitor (HarMonIC)
presented in section 3 extracts real-time data about I/O-channel activities for
performance evaluation and enhancement of arbitrary communication channels
within the system.
REPLICA is based on a scalable and recon gurable system architecture. As
depicted in Figure 1, a minimal system, which is also referred to as a cluster,
consists of a backplane BP, up to six processing modules PM, and optionally an
interface module IM between each processing module and the backplane. Each
port of the backplane can also be used as a gateway GW. Several clusters may
be combined via gateways if the amount of modules to be connected exceeds the
capacity of one cluster.
The backplane can be con gured for di erent interconnect topologies [13].
A non-blocking switch matrix has been chosen as interconnection device. During the prototyping step this device imposes no restrictions on the topologies
which can be implemented and elaborated. The nal application system will
of course only comprise the optimized communication architecture and therefore will not su er from the high interconnection costs introduced by the switch
matrix. Each backplane provide six 106 bit wide symmetric ports which are
interconnected with two SRAM-based bit-oriented FPID3 switches [7]. All pro3
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Fig. 1. Con guration Example of REPLICA.
grammable devices in REPLICA located on the backplane and the interface
modules are con gured via a unique host processor interface (CI).
The communication type and the protocol of the communication links to
be prototyped may require additional hardware resources such as memory, glue
logic, synchronization circuit etc. These components will be mapped on the interface modules (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the Interface Module.
REPLICA comprises the following PMs: a 32-bit oating point signal processor PC-board with two TMS320C40 signalprocessors, a 32-bit microcontroller
board based on a PowerPC505, and an FPGA-based hardware emulator with a
capacity of 50K gates.

3 A Recon gurable Hardware-Monitor
In this section we discuss HarMonIC { the recon gurable hardware-monitor
concept used in REPLICA. HarMonIC comprises an electronic device physically

connected to speci c points of the target system which is currently prototyped
in the REPLICA environment. As shown in section 2, all signals belonging to
the interprocess communication of the target system will be available at the
routing devices within REPLICA. HarMonIC can access the signals via these
crossbar switches at a physical level without changing the target systems behavior and performance (non-intrusive). Additionally, the monitoring system has to
be recon gurable because the points of observation as well as the target system
itself may vary. This approach overcomes the lack of exibility which is normally
inherent in hardware monitors, and thus improves the usability of HarMonIC
signi cantly. The main tasks of HarMonIC are the observation of the target system during its normal operation, as well as the collection and the analysis of
runtime data.
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Fig. 3. Basic Building Blocks of HarMonIC.
Our monitoring concept consists of two main phases. In a rst phase named
online-phase HarMonIC collects and stores data of the target system in realtime, i.e. synchronously to the systems clock frequency. All components used in
this phase have to ful ll stringent timing constraints that no real-time event is
missed. Therefore they are completely designed in hardware but still recon gurable to adopt to di erent target systems. In the second phase the sampled
data is analyzed and rated. There is no need for real-time in that phase because
the input data has already been captured in a bu er. As a consequence, all
components of this oine-phase are purely implemented in software what also
increases the exibility of the analysis. Figure 3 shows the basic building blocks
of the recon gurable HarMonIC system.
The target system which is to be monitored interfaces with HarMonIC via
the probe selection unit (PSU). As target systems change in a prototyping system like REPLICA, the PSU is recon gurable to adopt to arbitrary system
architectures. The recon gurability of the PSU is based on programmable FPID
devices [7] which are used to physically connect to the (real-time) target system

without causing additional delays. This conceptional approach allows a nonintrusive monitoring of arbitrary target architectures, which is not possible with
common prototyping systems. Thanks recon gurability HarMonIC still provides
exibility at the high speed of a hardware-monitoring device.
Probed signals are either interpreted as real-time traces or used for event
detection. Real-time traces characterize the target system state during a timeframe. Given the sequence of sampled signals of the target system as well as their
chronological order, the system state can be replayed deterministically after execution. Real-time traces need no further online processing and are therefore
directly forwarded to the Trace Bu er Unit (TBU) which also stores detected
events, event counters, and the global timestamp.
The memory for storing real-time traces must be large enough and fast
enough to store all generated information. However, such data collection would
demand excessive storage capacity. Since bu er size is limited, methods for data
reduction have to be employed. To reduce the amount of generated data, HarMonIC records only signi cant signals at dedicated timepoints. Events are used
to determine when data is sampled. In this context an event denotes entering or
leaving a target system state. Data is sampled either in between two events or
only at the occurrence of an event.
The recon gurable Preprocessing Unit (PPU) generates a trigger signal for
the TBU and updates an internal counter whenever an event occurs. The trigger signal is derived from edge detection circuitries within the PPU. Up to 30
di erent user-de ned events can be detected and counted with the PPU. The
monitoring system has to be fast enough to detect all events. Therefore the
target system clock is derived by downsampling of the monitoring clock. A programmable clock generation unit in the PPU scales an arbitrary clock source
and generates the monitoring clock as well as the target system clock. Because
of the non-continuously sampling of data we additionally need a global time
information if we are not only interested in the occurrence of events but also
in the duration of system states. The PPU generates a global 32-bit timestamp
which allows long-term measurements at the resolution of the monitoring clock.
The timestamp is forwarded to the TBU and is always stored together with the
real-time trace. The PPU is completely implemented in an FPGA and is always
adopted to the target system and the respective monitoring task.
The Trace Bu er Unit (TBU) stores the real-time traces and the timestamps
during the execution of the target system. The main building block of the TBU
is a logic analyzer. It provides a sucient bu er depth and sampling rate to
be used within HarMonIC. Built-in functions like pattern recognition and state
sequencing allow the de nition of complex trigger conditions. This trigger conditions complement the event detection capabilities of the PPU and further reduce
the necessary storage capacity of the monitor.
The Trace Evaluation Unit (TEU) is a software package for the analysis and
rating of sampled data. The modular software package comprises a set of tools
for data ltering and di erent analysis methods [9]. Included tools allow the
statistical analysis of the real-time trace e.g. counting of event occurrences for
the calculation of absolute/relative frequency of events. Also the violation of
real-time constraints may be checked.

4 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a hardware monitoring approach for interprocess communication analysis in distributed real-time systems 4 . The importance
of process communication and synchronization, especially for real-time systems
with timing constraints, has been sketched. A recon gurable hardware monitoring system (HarMonIC) has been presented in detail. HarMonIC imposes
minimal intrusion on the target system, i.e. neither function nor timing will
be changed, while still providing enough exibility to adopt to arbitrary target systems. It has been shown how the monitor is integrated into the rapid
prototyping environment REPLICA which focus on the realistic emulation of
communication architectures. The combination of prototyping system and integrated hardware monitor allows the real-time observation, analysis and rating
of interprocess communication architectures, which is not feasible with a simulation approach due to it's limited speed. This improves debugging capabilities,
performance evaluation and design space exploration signi cantly, what in turn
will result in better product quality and shorter design time.
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